The Remington® Defense signature handguard that brought
new levels of versatility to the MSR®, ACR®, R5™ and

The patent-pending Remington® Accessory Chassis System (RACS) incorporates state-of-the-art operator-defined attributes such as a free-float tubular design and a fully featured
front handguard section. Operator-selectable auxiliary rail section pieces in various lengths can be attached to any of the seven remaining facets of the octagonal handguard, which
allows the operator to apply clip-on in-line night vision systems in addition to other ancillary systems such as lasers, bipods and other accessories. The folding RACS buttstock
provides the operator with a wide variety of adjustments to allow setting the system to suit the shooter and the operating conditions.

R11™ is now available in long (for 14”+ barrels) and short
(for 10” barrels) lengths to fit a wide range of 5.56 and
7.62mm carbines. Each Remington® Accessory Handguard

ACCESSORIES

REMINGTON® ACCESSORY
HANDGUARD (RAHG) »

REMINGTON ACCESSORY CHASSIS SYSTEM (RACS)
AVAILABLE TO ACCOMMODATE REMINGTON® LONG AND SHORT 700 ACTIONS

comes complete with all necessary mounting hardware,
an assortment of accessory rails sections that can be

Rapid operator adjustments of chassis system to customize
the system to the user:

positioned on any of 7 planes, integral flush-cup sling swivel

Folding stock

• Adjustable height cheekpiece with fore
and aft positional adjustment

20 MOA monolithic top rail ensures adequate elevation adjustment for
ranges beyond 1500m while also permitting the installation of ancillary
electro-optics

Remington® Accessory Chassis
System, Long Action (RACS-LA)

receivers, and EO accessory cable routing guides.
RAHG-416S

• Adjustable position recoil pad
• Adjustable length
of pull stock

RAHG-416L

Cable routing guides capture wires
associated with electro-optics
Cut-out to capture the bolt
handle while folded

Recessed sling attachment points

Accommodates any AR-type grip

SPECIFICATIONS

Long Action

Weight

Remington® Accessory Chassis System- Lightweight (RACS-LW)

• Skeletonized Buttstock w/ Full Adjustability
• Cerakote Gen II IR Signature Management in Pantone 30118
• Bolt-on Package Complete w/ Magazines and Modular Rail
Sections.

Short Action

6.1 lbs.

Overall Length
Min LOP
Max LOP

36.4”
39.2”

Overall Length Folded

28.25”

Order Number

86448

Removable rail pieces and longer overall
length free-float tube allows the user to
minimize or maximize rails to configure the
system to the mission

86489

Many other configurations available.
Speak with your Remington® Defense or Remington Law
Enforcement representative today to discuss options including
different buttstocks, colors, and even IR-signature reduction coatings.
We have a RACS to suit the unique needs of your organization.

RACS-LW BUTTSTOCK
All of the RACS adaptability in an ultra-lightweight package.

»Fully adjustable for length of pull, shoulder weld,
comb height and cast.

»Quick, silent adjustments throughout the full range of travel.
»Tool-free adjustment locking levers.
»Multiple flush-cup sling swivel receivers.
»Removable accessory rail sections to accept additional sling
mounting points or monopod.

»Available on any Remington® Accessory Chassis System.
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